Mitochondrial DNA mutation at the D310 (displacement loop) mononucleotide sequence in the pathogenesis of gallbladder carcinoma.
Mutations in the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) have been observed frequently in human neoplasia, in both coding and noncoding regions. A mononucleotide repeat (poly-C) between 303 and 315 nucleotides (D310) within the regulatory displacement loop has been identified recently as a frequent hot spot of deletion/insertion mutations in tumors. We investigated the frequency and pattern of D310 abnormalities in the pathogenesis of gallbladder carcinoma (GBC). DNA extracted from neoplastic and nonneoplastic archival gallbladder tissue including 123 tumors, 53 dysplastic areas, and 90 histologically normal epithelia adjacent to GBC, chronic cholecystitis, and 15 normal gallbladders were examined by PCR-based assay for D310 mutations, followed by sequencing in a subset of cases. D310 mutation was a relatively frequent (47 of 123; 38%) abnormality in GBC. A very high frequency of mutations were detected in dysplastic (8 of 14; 57%) and normal-appearing gallbladder epithelia (10 of 22; 46%) accompanying GBC, showing a clonal relationship compared with the corresponding tumors. D310 mutations were also detected in dysplastic (8 of 39; 21%) and normal (17 of 68; 25%) epithelia obtained from chronic cholecystitis. A single case of 15 normal gallbladders showed a D310 abnormality. Overall, deletions (67 of 91; 74%) at D310 were more frequent than insertions. D310 mutation at the mtDNA displacement loop is a relatively frequent and early event in the sequential pathogenesis of GBC, being detected in normal-appearing epithelium from chronic cholecystitis. Our findings suggest that mtDNA mutations should be additionally investigated in GBC pathogenesis, and D310 mononucleotide abnormalities could be included in a panel of molecular biomarkers for GBC early detection strategy.